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When Governor Cuomo first announced “New York State on PAUSE”, New York City 
has become the central battle field for this unprecedented war that unites human beings 
regardless of races and ethnicity.  
This is the most difficult time for us. The usually crowded streets now become the most 
peaceful and quiet places. Except for the police officers who are still in the front line with a 
continuity of their essential work, other sidewalk participants, whether the pedestrians, brick-
and-mortar retailers or the street vendors, strictly limit their street life to echo the Shelter in Place 
Orders, helping combat against the virus.  
Among all, the street vendors are usually ignored by us. Their informality departs them 
from the mainstream economy that the governments are trying every effort to save. Restaurants 
can do delivery and takeout, small brick-and-mortar shops can receive interest-free loans, 
grocery stores are piled with people for food and necessities while street vendors can only leave 
the streets and bear the financial burden and uncertainty of future business on their own. Yes, 
they are too small in this big city, they are not versatile enough and weak in some ways. 
However, they make big things -- they provide every New Yorkers convenience and bring 
vitality to daily street life; they are symbols of the Big Apple. 
Cities should always be inclusive for everyone and every kind of business -- though we 
are not well prepared now, we should at least prepare for the future. I always have faith in this 
city -- being the most extraordinary work that was designed and created by brilliant minds and 




There is always a lack of quantitative analysis of the spatial distribution of informal 
economy due to very limited data available (Hays-Mitchell, 1994; Qadri, 2016). However, as a 
critical part of the informal economy, street vendors play a crucial role in the urban environment 
and citizens’ daily lives. This research paper explores the spatial patterns of street vendors and 
the spatial relationship between formal retailers in the central part of Manhattan by using several 
geospatial statistic methods including Location Quotient, M-function and kernel density analysis. 
Spatial data of street vendors and formal retailers comes from two open sources: Google Street 
View and OpenStreetMap respectively. 
We find that compared with formal retailers, informal street vendors show a higher level 
of agglomeration effect and that the intensity increases as the scale becomes smaller. There is no 
evidence showing that co-clustering effects exist between street vendors and formal retailers 
belonging to the same category, though it is not the case for industries such as fresh food 
groceries. Moreover, street vendors and formal stores display significant differences in their 
spatial patterns areawide. 
 
 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
When you finally get off a crowded subway during the morning rush hour but cannot find 
any cafes, or when you are in the mood to bring some fresh fruit home but there are no grocery 
stores nearby, then you suddenly see a breakfast food truck or fruit vendor just around the corner -- 
that’s the moment you realize that the usually ignored street vendors provide so much 
convenience. In fact, there are certainly some advantages of street vendors, which have been 
considered as representative of the informal economy and become the subject of increased interest 
in planning analysis. They bring cities vitality, provide local experiences to visitors and serve as an 
income source for vulnerable populations (Devlin, 2010; Gonzalez, 2016; Onodugo et al., 2016; 
Feng, 2009). For urban dwellers, street vendors provide cheap and convenient services (Bhowmik, 
2005; Nirathron, 2006; Saha, 2009). However, street vending activities raise many issues and 
cause a number of problems in the urban environment. In recent years, vendors have been victims 
of New York City’s aggressive “quality of life” crackdown. They have been denied access to 
vending licenses. Many streets have been closed to them at the urging of powerful business groups. 
They receive exorbitant tickets for minor violations like vending too close to a crosswalk — more 
than any that big businesses are required to pay for similar violations. Street vendors are 
experiencing more difficulties than any other users on the sidewalk. But what logic does a city 
follow when it allows certain activities on its sidewalks while displacing others? 
Sidewalks in New York are carefully controlled by public agencies to allow only activities 
that are considered desirable, legitimate and worthy of visibility. Yet, street vendors persist in 
being a part of the cityscape. Some argue that the geography of street vending in New York is 
produced through the practice of intimidation, harassment, avoidance and evasion by various 
actors including enforcement agents, stores and building managers and vendors themselves rather 
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than the formal laws (Devlin, 2011). Some have also noted how within the same regulatory 
landscape, policing of vending rules differs significantly within cities (Holland, 2014). By looking 
at the spatial pattern of street vendors in New York we can observe if street vendors tend to cluster 
together and in which area the clusters are more likely to happen. Are they clustered around or 
dispersed from formal retailers? We can learn street vendor activities beyond the planning level 
and the forces that have shaped the urban street landscape behind the formal rules. 
Because of the mobility and informality of street vending activities, the data is extremely 
scarce and limited. Thus the spatial pattern of the informal economy is even more poorly studied 
(Hays-Mitchell, 1994; Qadri, 2016). This paper uses quantitative methods to study the spatial 
pattern of street vendors in the central area of Manhattan, New York (west: 11th Avenue; east: 1st 
Avenue; north: 110th Street; and south: 14th Street) which can provide a supplement to the current 
literature both in the purpose and methodology. Supported by a mixed-use collection of points-of-
interest (POI) data, city open data, spatial statistics methods and GIS mapping, this paper explores 
the spatial patterns of street vendors and identifies the reasons why these patterns are observed to 
provide recommendations for a better planning and administration of street vending activities in 
New York. 
1.2 Research Questions 
To uncover the spatial pattern of street vending activities in the central Manhattan and 
discover the reasons why these patterns are observed, this paper will answer three main questions: 
□ Do street vending activities show agglomeration effects? 
□ What is the spatial relationship of street vendors and formal retailers? 
□ How the street vendors spatially distribute in a dense area of central Manhattan? 
1.3 Data and Methods 
The data used in this study are mainly from two sources: Google Street View map for 
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vendor data and OpenStreetMap for points of interest (POIs) data. Three spatial statistical methods 
are used to quantify the spatial distribution and clustering pattern of both formal street vendors and 
informal POIs in this research – location quotient, M-function and kernel density. The detailed 
description of data collection and explanations of the methodologies will be introduced later in this 
paper. 
1.4 Research Significance 
Despite the high mobility and informality of street vendors, their distribution follows some 
rules which are of great significance in better understanding the current situation of street vendors 
in Manhattan. They are also helpful in making regulations for governing street vendors. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Street vending, usually seen by the scholars as a typical kind of informal economic activity, 
has prompted increasing academic scrutiny (Devlin, 2006; Gonzalez, 2016; Onodugo et al., 2016; 
Feng, 2009). From a positive side, street vending promotes employment, especially that in serving 
as a major income source and means of survival for low income populations and vulnerable 
groups, such as military veterans (Feng, 2009). Moreover, it provides goods and services to 
consumers at a reasonable prices and convenient locations (Bhowmik, 2005; Saha, 2009). It also 
helps enhance the tourist experience (Kusakabe, 2006) and promote economic vitality. However, 
faced with financial and market constraints, vendors are suffering from an ever more difficult 
operating environment which leads sometimes to their behavioral issues and conflict with local 
authorities. Many vendors take up urban space illegally and contribute to clutter (Xue and Huang, 
2015); they also avoid giving receipts and paying taxes (Dunn, 2013; Bromley, 2000). The fact is 
that there are a great number of people working in the informal sector as street vendors 
(Budlender, 2011; Roever, 2006) and Governments need to come up with regulations to control 
their activities. 
However, the policies and regulations that attempt to formalize, diminish or terminate 
street vending has been a constant failure – some of them cause even fiercer conflicts between 
vendors and enforcement agencies (Hanser, 2016), some of them are maintained with legal 






2.1 Street Vendors in New York 
Most of the relevant articles deal with vendor activities in countries of the global south, 
such as Mexico, China, Nigeria, and other African countries. (Bell and Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014; 
Onodugo et al., 2016; Gonzalez, 2016) Just a small fraction investigates global north cities like 
New York, with most of them talk about governance and management (Devlin, 2010; Dunn, 
2013). New York City has a long history of dealing with street vendors. Street vendors even 
become the symbol for the city itself. Historical records as early as the 17th century depicts how 
street vending intertwined with daily city life (Bluestone, 1991). Street vending was a way for 
many immigrant residents to maintain a living throughout the 19th century and they also provided 
lower-income residents with household necessities at a lower price. The population of street 
merchants in New York had boomed from the late 1800s until the mid-1930s, until the 1939 New 
York World’s Fair when their street presence started to be restricted. 
The current condition of street vending in New York continues to be restrictive: under the 
pressures brought on by local merchants, the City of New York aggressively tried to legislate street 
peddling out of existence in the early 1900's. Opposition to street vending has continued to center 
around three issues. First, merchants complained that the storekeeper who pays rent, license fees, 
sales and taxes, found it difficult to compete with the peddler whose only overhead was the few 
dollars a week he pays for a rental of his cart. Second, street vendors created unnecessary traffic 
congestion on both the sidewalk and the street (Bluestone, 1992). And third, property owners felt 
that the concentration of street vendors in one location lowered real estate values (Berger, 1938). 
The management of street vendors in New York is characterized as the decentralized, privatized 
and informal, with a focus on the central area. 
Current spatial management in New York is maintained with legal ambiguity and informal 
practice (Devlin, 2011). 
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2.2 Spatial Pattern of Informal Street Vendors 
 
No clear theoretical predictions on the locational patterns of informal enterprises in urban 
space has been dealt with in the existing literature. They may cluster around markets that located in 
the city center for the benefits of supply-side and demand-side positive externalities as well as 
minimized transaction costs. Or they may also prefer peripheral areas where the streets are densely 
populated with the urban poor. Some studies reveal the influences of various factors on the 
agglomeration of informal activities, such as class differences (Turner and Schoenberger, 2012), 
the inflow of international capital (Bromley, 2009), regeneration of historical streets and 
administrative policies (Cutsinger, 2000). However, most of these studies target on specific areas 
in the city, such as a street. Only a few of them are studied with spatial statistics and analyses 
(Zhang et al., 2017; Ana and Gustavo, 2015). 
The informal sector is not peripheral to the formal economy (Portes and Sassen-Koob, 
1987). This goes against earlier dual labor market theorists who argue that the informal economy 
operates separately from the "core" formal economy. More recent research has documented how 
the organization of the informal economy is intimately related to the formal economy (Gerry and 
Birkbeck, 1979). According to Harding and Jenkins (1989), economic activity is socially organized 
in which there are only degrees of formality and informality, depending on the 
context. Unlike the agglomeration pattern shown among formal sectors, the spatial relationship 
between informal and formal economies is more complicated. Street vendors, as the 
representatives of the informal economy, tend to locate themselves where formal businesses 
aggregate for a share of popularity, however the formal businesses (especially the middle and high-
end businesses) often strongly repel street vendors in order to maintain a good business 
environment and avoid competition. At the same time, to attract investment and improve the urban 
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environment, local governments often adopt strict policies to evict street vendors and prevent them 
from using public spaces (Smith and Michael, 1997; Swanson, 2007). Therefore, instead of a 
universal paradigm, the spatial relationship between the informalities and formalities depends on 




CHAPTER 3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA AND DATA 
3.1 Study area: Central area of Manhattan 
The study area covers the area between the 14th Street and 110th Street; 11th Avenue to 
1st Avenue, in the New York City borough of Manhattan. The study area includes the following 
neighborhoods in the Neighborhood Tabulation Area (NTA): Clinton, Lincoln Square, Midtown-
Midtown South, Upper East Side- Carnegie Hill, Yorkville, Gramercy, Hudson Yards-Chelsea-
Flatiron-Union Square, Upper West Side, Murray Hill-Kips Bay, Morningside Heights, East 
Harlem South, Turtle Bay-East Midtown, and Lenox Hill-Roosevelt Island. 
 





3.2.1 Informal street vendors 
This study uses comprehensive street vendor data collected by recording the longitude 
and latitude from Google Maps Street View. 832 street vendor data points are collected and 
categorized into six different groups based on the goods for sale -- fruit vendors, food trucks, 
food carts, hot dog vendors, First Amendment Vendors and General Merchandise Vendors. The 
descriptions of each category are shown in table 1. This dataset contains the geographical 
location information (longitude and latitude) so that it can be mapped by ArcGIS. 
 
Street Vendor Category 
 
Explanation 
Green Cart Vendors1 Vendors who sell fresh fruits and vegetables. 
GeneralMerchandise Vendors Vendors who sell non-food items such as clothes, gloves and cell 
phone accessories. 2 
First Amendment Vendors Vendors sell goods protected by freedom of speech under the First 
Amendment. This includes books, newspapers, CDs, paintings, and 
photographs.3 
Food Trucks4 Large motorized vehicles, such as a van or trailer, equipped to cook, 
prepare, serve, and/or sell food. Their highly mobilized characteristic 
separates them from food carts. 
                                                   
1 NYC Health, “Green Carts”, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/health/health-topics/green-carts.page (accessed April 
30, 2020). 
2 NYC Business Solutions, “Street Vending” 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/sbs/nycbiz/downloads/pdf/educational/sector_guides/street_vending.pdf (accessed April 
30, 2020). 
3  ibid. 
4 Wikipedia contributors, "Food truck," Wikipedia, The Free 
Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Food_truck&oldid=950621408 (accessed April 30, 2020). 
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Food Carts Push carts selling food that are not as mobile-friendly since they need 
to be attached to a vehicle to be towed places.5 
Hot Dog Vendors Vendors who sell water, hot dogs, nuts. They are usually very small 
with very limited goods and easily transported. 
Table 1. Street Vendors Categories and Descriptions 
 
                                                   
5 Greg Gless, “What’s the Difference: Food Trucks vs. Food Cart vs. Food Trailer?”, Food Truck Catering. 





Figure 3-2-1. Green Cart Vendor Figure 3-2-2.General Merchandise Vendor 
Figure 3-2-3. Food Cart Figure 3-2-4. Food Truck 
Figure 3-2-5. First Amendment Vendor Figure 3-2-6. Hot Dog Vendor 
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3.2.2 POI data for formal retailers 
POI data that contains the information of formal retailers is retrieved from the 
OpenStreetMap with a plugin tool called quickOSM in QGIS. There are four categories for the 
POI dataset -- Grocery stores and supermarkets, general merchandise retailers, restaurants and 





Grocery stores and 
supermarkets 
A supermarket is a large shop for groceries and other goods, including 
meat and fresh produce. It’s a full-service grocery store that often sells a 
variety of non-food products as well. 




Merchandise stores of all categories except groceries and food. 
Restaurants Formal eating places with sit-down facilities selling full meals served by 
waiters and often licensed (where allowed) to sell alcoholic drinks. 
Book and art stores Bookstores are the shops that predominantly sell books and also other 
product lines. E.g. calendars, CDs, magazines. 
Art stores are shops which sell works of art. May be paintings, sculptures, 
or other types of art. 
 
Table 2. POI Categories and Descriptions 
To carry out the comparison between formal and informal enterprises, we split street 
vendors into four categories according to the goods being sold. Food trucks, food carts and hot 
dog vendors are one category as food vendors whose formal counterparts will be formal 
restaurants. Fruit vendors’ formal counterpart will be grocery stores and supermarkets. 
Bookstores and art shops are formal counterparts of the First Amendment vendors who sell 
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books, CDs and paintings and general merchandise retailers are formal counterparts of informal 









Fruit vendors 102 Grocery stores and supermarkets 94 
General merchandise vendors 75 General merchandise retailers 591 
Food vendors (Food trucks, food 
carts and hot dog vendors) 
603 Restaurants 1309 
1st amendment vendors 52 Book and art stores 30 
Table 3. Vendors and Corresponding POIs 
3.2.2 Data Constraints 
Several constraints regarding the quality of the data are worth mentioning. First, the street 
vendors data was collected by hand from Google Street View map which displays panoramas of 
stitched images over the entire area of the study. This method has introduced several concerns 
for inaccuracies both spatially and temporally. (i) The images on Google Street View are 
collected at different times of the year -- even two continuous images can present totally 
different street views. The street vendor data in this study has no timestamp information thus we 
cannot filter the vendors who appear on the streets at the same time. In this study, we assume that 
the street vendors stay in the same spot all the time. (ii) There are some blind spots where either 
no street view or the sections of the streets are blocked by large vehicles or on-going 
constructions that we cannot collect the vendors information if there are any. (iii) The images on 
Google Street View were mainly collected before 2017, however the POI data from 
OpenStreetMap is constantly updated. This will introduce a time gap between the two datasets. 
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CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY 
4.1 The measurement of geographic clustering and co-clustering 
Two different ways of measurement exist currently for measuring clustering and co- 
clustering: cluster-based methods and distance-based methods. Location Quotient index is used 
as acluster-based method to quantify the spatial concentration of street vendors at the NTA level. 
However, there are some drawbacks of using this method. It describes the location of business 
activity on a single spatial scale. When we use LQ indices to identify the spatial clustering, we 
need to calculate the LQ indices for different spatial scales, (e.g., the block, neighborhood level) 
comparation is also needed to interpret the results at different scales. This strategy introduces the 
scale problem resulting from Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP), and also will cause bias 
for the empirical results across geographical scales (Marcon and Puech, 2003a). 
Contrary to cluster-based methods, the distance-based method, of which the M-function 
of Marcon and Puech (2010) is an example, fully overcomes the problem of being biased across 
geographical scales. Therefore M-function serves as distance-based method in measuring the 
clustering and co-clustering of both the street vendors and formal retailers. 
4.1.1 Location Quotient for measuring spatial concentration of informal enterprises 
The location quotient (LQ), first proposed in 1980, is a simple ratio used to determine the 
dominance of an advantaged industry in an area in comparison to a larger reference or 
benchmark region. It is usually applied to the analysis of the status of a regional advantaged 
industry as well as measurement of industrial development intensity. LQ is defined as follows: 
 
With 1n being the number of street vendors in industry i at area j, n being the number of 
street vendors of all industries at area j, Σ1 being the total number of street vendors in industry i 
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at the study area, Σ being the total number of street vendors within the study area, the formula 
calculates the LQ index. 
Following accepted economic theory, An LQ value larger than 1 indicates a relative 
dominance of industry i in area j than across a larger metropolitan area. An LQ of at least 1.5 
implies a significant concentration of industry i in area j. An LQ value smaller than 1 also 
indicates industry i in area j has less share of activities compared with the overall share of the 
greater area. 
4.1.2 M-function clustering and co-clustering 
In pursuance of evaluating the degree of clustering and co-clustering of formal and 
informal enterprises, Marcon and Puech (2003a; 2010) provide the calculation of the intra- and 
inter-industry M-functions. To implement this method, we use the information available on the 
coordinates (X-Y) of each vendor and retailer store to measure the Euclidean distance among 
enterprises. The M-functions are calculated on 50 meters and 100 meters for both street vendors 
and formal retailers. 
We use the below formula to calculate the M-function for intra-industrial spatial 
clustering in a circle of radius r for street vendor category C  















Where i =1, 2… /)  is an index for each individual vendor and e [E] denotes [total] 
number of vendors. All vendors belonging to category C in the area of the study are identified. 
For each of these street vendors, we draw a circle of radius r (e.g. 50 m). Within this distance, we 
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count the number of vendors in category C ('()*). We calculate the proportion of the number of 
vendors divided by the number of vendors in all other categories within the same circle ('(*). 
Then we calculate the ratio of the average of the proportions across all the circles. Then we 
compare this ratio to the weight of vendors in category C in total vendors in all other categories 
in the whole area. 
In addition to own-industry clustering, it is also possible to us the M-functions to assess 
the presence of co-clustering by computing the inter-industrial version of the M-function. This 
version of the M-functions still has the same properties as the intra-industrial as discussed above. 
M-functions of co-clustering for sectors 2. and 23 in category C are defined as: 


















!5657(!5756) describes the spatial structure of vendors belonging to sector 2.(23) (street vendors 
and formal retailers in this study) which are found nearby vendors in sector 23(2.). With this 
computation, we can measure the relative density of vendors in one sector located close to the 
vendors of another sector compared to the density of vendors in the whole territory. Those 
computations illustrate if the relative density of vendors 23(2.) being close to those of sector 
2.(23) is greater (superior to one) or less (inferior to one) than the density of vendors  23(2.) in 
the global area.  
4.1.3 Kernel density for spatial analysis 
Kernel density helps with answering the third research question: What’s the spatial pattern 
of street vendors citywide? 
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The M-indicators are very informative of co-clustering patterns of formal and informal 
businesses of each industry. However, these indicators cannot provide helpful information on the 
spatial patterns of interested businesses in the study area. Thus, data for selected dispersed 
formal and informal industries is analyzed through a kernel density construction to complement 
the results from M-function and take the most advantage of the spatial attribute of the data. The 
Kernel estimator is expressed as follows: 
 
where h is the chosen radius or smoothing parameter, n is the total number of street vendors, 




CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 
5.1 Spatial indicators of relative geographic clustering and co-clustering 
This section presents the results from the spatial indicators of clustering by categories of 
street vendors – food vendors (food trucks, food carts and hot dog vendors), fruit vendors, 
general merchandise vendors and First Amendment vendors. The co-clustering is measured 
between two sectors – street vendors and formal retailers that identified with the same industry. 
5.1.1 Clustering 
First of all, the vendors data is aggregated at the neighborhood tabulation areas (NTA) 
level. There are 14 NTAs in the study area, and the LQs for each vending activity and brick and 
mortar stores belonging to the same category are shown below in Table 4. Different vendors 
types and neighborhoods have different level of agglomerations effects. We can have a basic 
idea of the level of clustering of vendors comparing the results of brick and mortar stores. 
The grey columns are the Location Quotient indexes of brick and mortar stores. First look 
at the mean values at the bottom of the table, except for First Amendment vendors, all the other 
vendors show higher agglomeration effects in terms of LQ index than their corresponding 
retailer stores. Among all the categories, food vendors show significantly higher degree of 
agglomeration than restaurants. 
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Table 4. LQ index of street vendors and brick and mortar stores of all categories  






















Clinton 2.396 0 0.088 0.347 0.154 1.207 1.653 1.121 0.634 0.912 0.765 
Lincoln Square 0 0.873 0.158 0.202 0.05 1.003 1.224 0.913 0.922 0.912 1.631 
Midtown-Midtown 
South 14.376 1.303 1.205 1.278 0.338 1.058 1.297 0.947 1.026 1.368 0.298 
Upper East Side-
Carnegie Hill 14.376 0 0.45 0.584 0.093 0.968 1.097 0.881 1.068 1.596 2.003 
Yorkville 0 0 0.14 0 0.08 0.69 0 1.195 0 1.14 4.078 




16.772 2.047 0.456 1.032 0.244 0.979 0.671 1.056 1.298 3.421 0.569 
Upper West Side 9.584 0.276 0.327 0.956 0.157 0.952 0.498 1.113 1.225 3.649 1.688 
Murray Hill-Kips Bay 7.188 0 0.216 0 0.122 1.058 0.16 1.434 1.353 1.824 1.903 
Morningside Heights 0 0 0.029 0 0.02 0.69 0 1.195 0 0.456 4.078 
East Harlem South 0 0 0.17 3.698 0.044 0.383 0 0.398 1.127 1.368 3.172 
Turtle Bay-East 
Midtown 4.792 0.604 0.111 0.209 0.099 1.041 0.635 1.218 1.149 1.596 1.539 
Lenox Hill-Roosevelt 
Island 0 0 0.058 0 0.053 0.736 0.321 0.956 0.676 2.508 3.807 
park-cemetery-etc-
Manhattan 0 2.526 0 0.584 0.004 1.089 1.519 1.132 0 0 0 




The maps below give us a better understanding of the spatial agglomeration of street 






















Figure 5-1-1. LQ for First Amendment Vendors 


























Figure 5-1-3. LQ for Green Cart Vendors 


























Figure 5-1-5. LQ for Food Trucks 




From the maps above, we can find that the agglomeration pattern of different categories 
differs greatly. First amendment vendors tend to cluster in Chelsea and around Central Park. Hot 
dog vendors concentrate in the Midtown and Central Park area while food trucks are dominant in 
Chelsea and on the Upper West Side. In contrast, food cart vendors tend to spread more evenly 
in the study area with a slight clustering around the Midtown East, Murray Hill and Gramercy 
areas. Fruit vendors show high concentration on the Upper West Side and in the east side of the 
study area – East Harlem, the Upper East Side, Midtown East, Murray Hill, and Gramercy. The 
general merchandise vendors cluster around the Midtown area and Chelsea and highly 
concentrate in East Harlemand Gramercy. 
LQ index gives us a basic idea of how these street vendors concentrate in each 
neighborhood, however, it does not reflect the actual spatial distribution of the vendors. In other 
words, aggregation to the neighborhood level will lead to the loss of spatial information and at 
the same time introduce MAUP. That’s why the M-function is also used here to measure the 
clustering of street vendors. 
We calculated the M value on both 50-meter and 100-meter levels for four categories – 
food vendors that include food trucks, food carts and hot dog vendors; fruit vendors, First 











Food vendors 50 1.156 
100 1.123 
 50 5.911 
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General merchandise vendors 100 3.890 
 
1st amendment vendors 
50 8.153 
100 6.178 
Table 5. M values of street vendors 
 
There are several findings from table 5. First, besides fruit vendors, the M values of the 
other three types of vendors increase as the radius increase from 50 meters to 100 meters. This 
indicates that the vendors show less of a clustering effect in a larger area which responds to the 
finding from Marcon and Puech (2003b) that the highest degree of concentration occurs at 
smaller distances for all types of sectors. Also, apart from fruit vendors, all the other vendor 
types have M values greater than 1 within both the 50-meter and 100-meter circle areas, which 
means that they show significant clustering pattern at both distances. 
The M values vary greatly from type to type. Among all the vendors, First Amendment 
vendors display the highest degree of clustering with a M value of 6.178 within 100 meters and 
8.135 within 50 meters. Then comes the general merchandise vendors displaying 
prominent clustering with M values greater than 5 at both distances. Food vendors show fair but 
not significant level of clustering and a slightly decrease of concentration from the small area to 
the larger area. Though the M value of fruit vendors increase with the distance, there is still no 
sign of concentration at both distances. 
M function results display disparities compared with Location Quotient indices. This may 
be due to the MAUP and the nature of the distribution of street vendors themselves. Both 
methods reveal some information and we can have more interesting findings combining the two 
totally different results regarding the spatial distribution and clustering effect of the street 
vendors.      For example, fruit vendors show highest LQ index but lowest M values. This does 
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not necessarily mean one method is superior than another or invalidation of the results. The 
interpretation   should be based on the combination of both results. Fruit vendors show more 
significant clustering effect at some particular locations, such as the Upper West Side and East 
Harlem with more even distribution in other neighborhoods in the study area. 
 
5.1.2 Co-clustering 
Co-clustering effects among street vendors and formal retailers belonging to the same 
categories are captured by M-function at both 50-meter and 100-meter distances. Table 6 shows 
no co-clustering pattern among street vendors and their formal counterparts with either one being 
the central industry within a 50- meter circle. Though the M value of fruit vendors and formal 
grocery stores and supermarkets tops the list, the relatively low value of 0.7694 indicates that no 
sign of any co-clustering pattern exists. In other words, fruit vendors tend not to locate around 
the formal grocery stores and supermarkets within a 50-meter distance. 
However, similar to the M values of street vendors, the M values of intra-industries also 
increase as the distance goes up from 50 meters to 100 meters. Within 100 meters, formal 
grocery stores and supermarkets and informal fruit vendors show co-clustering pattern while 
other industries still display no agglomeration effect though the M value increase overall. 
These results meet our expectations. As a New Yorker, I usually choose buying fresh 
fruits and vegetables from fruit vendors over grocery stores for two main reasons. First, fruit 
vendors sell fresh groceries of the same quality as grocery stores but at a much lower price. 
Second, grab-and-go from a fruit vendor saves me from waiting in a long line at the cashier of a 
grocery store. Personally, I would see fruit vendors as a competitor of grocery stores, which 
explains why there shows no agglomeration effects within the 50-meter circle – grocery stores 
will not allow fruit vendors to sell their products in front of their business. However, 100 meters 
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is a safer distance for those mobile fruit vendors – they not only enjoy the customers who are 














1 Grocery stores and 
supermarkets 
Fruit vendors 50 0.7694 
2 Fruit vendors Grocery stores and 
supermarkets 
50 0.6737 
3 General merchandise vendors General merchandise retailers 50 0.4582 
4 Food vendors Restaurants 50 0.1768 
5 Restaurants Food vendors 50 0.0829 
6 General merchandise retailers General merchandise vendors 50 0.0671 
7 Book and art stores 1st amendment vendors 50 0.0000 
8 1st amendment vendors Book and art stores 50 0.0000 













1 Grocery stores and 
supermarkets 
Fruit vendors 100 1.1817 
2 Fruit vendors Grocery stores and 
supermarkets 
100 1.0740 
3 General merchandise vendors General merchandise 
retailers 
100 0.5741 
4 Food vendors Restaurants 100 0.3137 
5 Restaurants Food vendors 100 0.1534 
6 General merchandise retailers General merchandise 
vendors 
100 0.0851 
7 Book and art stores 1st amendment vendors 100 0.0000 
8 1st amendment vendors Book and art stores 100 0.0000 




5.2 Spatial analysis 
To better unveil the spatial information of our datasets and have a broader picture of how 
the street vendors and formal retailers distribute spatially in the study area, the kernel density 
method is used for the spatial analysis. Both sectors belonging to the same category are mapped 
out using kernel density model in ArcGIS to provide visual comparisons in addition to the 
Location Quotient Index and M-function. 
Figure 5-2-1 and figure 5-2-2 compare the spatial pattern of all the street vendors and 
formal retailers in the study area. The red indicates areas where the datapoints are densely 
populated. The map on the right shows the kernel density of formal retailers from which we find 
that retailers are more evenly distributed across the study area. The densest spots spread across 
the areas below Central Park and somewhere on the Upper East Side and East Harlem. This 
spatial pattern also partly reflects the spatial distribution of business activities in Manhattan. 
The map on the left reveals the spatial pattern of street vendors within the study area. 
Compared with the formal retailers, street vendors show higher level of concentration and 
agglomeration. Most of the vending activities happen in the Midtown area and along Broadway. 
The densest spots are found in the area around 7th and 8th avenues in Midtown Manhattan, 








Figure 5-2-1. Street vendors’ density 
Figure 5-2-2. Formal retailers’ density 
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 Figure 5-2-4. Grocery stores and supermarkets’ density 




Figure 5-2-6. Restaurants’ density 




Figure 5-2-8. Book and art stores’ density 




Figure 5-2-9. General merchandise vendors’ density 
Figure 5-2-10. General merchandise retailers’ density 
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As indicated in the section 5.1.2, a co-clustering pattern exists between fruit vendors and 
grocery stores within 100 meters distance. Analyzing their kernel density output also reveals that 
Green Cart vendors and grocery stores do show similar spatial distributions – they tend to locate 
in the same areas, especially on the Upper West Side and avoid the Midtown area where other 
industries are densely populated (see figure 5-2-3 & 5-2-4). What’s more, both the Green Cart 
vendors and grocery stores do not show any obvious clustering, which echoes the result of section 
5.1.1 that fruit vendors have the lowest M value among all the street vendors. 
The spatial pattern of food vendors follows the pattern of street vendors in that it 
constitutes the largest part of the street vendors dataset. The kernel density of formal restaurants 
tells a completely different story – though spreading across the whole study area, the red spots 
indicating that different from food vendors who tend to concentrate at the midtown area, formal 
restaurants are clustering in Clinton (Midtown West), Murray Hill, Gramercy and Stuyvesant 
Town. 
First Amendment vendors show very limited geographical distribution around Columbus 
Circle, Times Square, Union Square and the South East corner of Central Park. Their formal 
counterparts do not show any clustering but sparsely dot the study area (see figure 5-2-7 & 5-2-8). 
Figure 5-2-9 & 5-2-10 display general merchandise retailers show clustering pattern along 
Fifth Avenue in the Midtown Area while general merchandise vendors tend to cluster in East 
Harlem and Times Square. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
Points of Interests (POI) data from OpenStreetMap, this research studies the spatial 
distribution of street vendors and their spatial relationship between the formal retailers in central 
Manhattan for the first time. Several geospatial statistical methods are used to answer different 
research questions and to take the most advantage of the valuable spatial information of our 
datasets. 
The spatial pattern of street vendors is related not only to their categories but also to the 
scale. Most of the street vendors show higher agglomeration effect at a smaller scale but display 
higher co-clustering effects with their formal counterparts at a larger scale. Speaking of the spatial 
relationship between street vendors and formal retailers, co-dispersion rather than co-clustering 
relationship is more obvious between the informal and formal enterprises belonging to the same 
category. And this co-dispersion relationship weakens as the scale becomes larger. 
To answer the first research question: do street vending activities show agglomeration 
effects, Location Quotient Index was calculated at NTA levels first. The results show that vendors 
in all categories have different levels of clustering effects in different neighborhoods. There is no 
single answer to this question but rather we have a clearer picture of the geographical distribution 
of street vendor clusters at the neighborhood level. Then M-function was calculated to avoid the 
MAUP. Based on the M values, most of the vendors besides fruit vendors all show significant 
degree of clustering effects at both the 50-meter and 100-meter scale. 
The second question was: What’s the spatial relationship of informal street vendors and 
formal retailers? In other words, do street vendors and their formal counterparts locate in the same 
area? M-function was used to answer this question and based on the M values, only fruit vendors 
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and grocery stores show some level of clustering at a 100-meter distance. All the other enterprises 
in both sectors display no sign of any clustering effects no matter the scale. 
The last research question asked about the spatial pattern of street vendors area wide. We 
used kernel density to reveal the spatial information of both street vendors and formal retailers. 
Unlike formal retailers which show more evenly distributed patterns, street vendors display a 
higher clustering effect in the Midtown area. However, breaking down to single categories is 
another story. Unlike other vendor types, Green Cart vendors tend to scatter around the study area 
rather than concentrating in the Midtown area where the majority of the First Amendment vendors 
and general merchandise vendors locate. Kernel density outputs of formal retailers were also 
generated to show their spatial patterns areawide. The comparisons of spatial patterns between 
street vendors and formal retailers display no clear clustering effects which also confirm our 





CHAPTER 7. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Evaluation of Current Policy 
Firstly, the existing policy and regulations regarding the street vending in the City of New 
York is too complex not only in the application process of the vendors’ licenses but also the 
restrictions posed on the vending activities. Figuring out these wordy rules in order to legally 
work as a street vendor without receiving a ticket that makes days of efforts worthless is already 
challenging for most of the vendors, let alone that most of the regulations are only in English.   
Before applying for a license, vendors have to figure out which category they belong to 
and what agency they should reach out to. Vendors are categorized based on their identity and 
products they are selling. We can see the good intent of protecting the populations most in need, 
such as disabled veterans. However, creating all these categories according to different criteria 
and regulated by several city agencies only complicates things. For example, depending on the 
types of the product, vendors can be categorized as general merchandise, first amendment and 
food vendors, among which food vendors and general merchandise vendors have to obtain a 
license to operate. However, they have to request the license from different agencies (Department 
of Consumer Affairs and Department of Health) and go through totally different processes. 
Unfortunately, it’s unlikely to obtain a General Merchandise License with a legislative cap of 853 
licenses and a long waitlist. The General Merchandise vendor accounts for only 9% of all the 
vendors in our dataset (75 out of 832) and almost all of them are selling low quality like products 
such as T-shirts, scarves, glasses, phone accessories, etc.  However, the General Merchandise 
vending should be encouraged since it doesn’t require specific skills such as cooking, which 
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makes it a better way for the vendors 
to make a living. In the meantime, 
the flexibility and diversity of 
products that can be sold by a 
General Merchandise vendor can 
help better promote the diversity of 
vending thus contributes to a more 
colorful sidewalk landscape.  
What’s more, even under the 
same category of food vendors, a 
vendor should apply for Green Cart License for selling the fresh fruits and vegetables, which 
poses even more restrictions for the vendors. The Green Cart Initiative was launched alongside 
other initiatives like the FRESH program to ensure that fresh fruits and vegetables are available in 
so-called "food desert" areas in the city where diabetes and obesity are high and linked to the 
inaccessibility of fresh fruits and vegetables (see Figure. 7-1-26). However, with a good intent at 
the beginning, the city agency didn’t consider the real needs of the vendors when they made rules. 
Our data shows that Green Cart vendors are the only category showing a tendency to locate 
around their formal counterpart: grocery stores and their hot spots are in the fluent areas such as 
the Upper West Side and Midtown rather than the designated “food desert” areas that really need 
these affordable fresh grocery vendors. 
Besides the tedious application process, the street restrictions are even more troublesome 
for vendors as well as the enforcement to identify legal streets for vendors. These city agencies 
                                                   
6 NYC Health, “Green Cart Designated Areas”, 
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/cdp/green_carts_areas.pdf.  
 




and entities have created restrictions without consulting each other, thus introducing more 














The map in Figure. 7-1-37 shows the streets with any time restrictions on vendors in 
Manhattan. The most restricted areas are Midtown and Downtown areas where our vendors data 
show highly clustering effects (see Figure. 7-1-4). These areas have high passenger flow and 
popularity that are inherently attractive to all the formal and informal businesses.  In fact, rather 
than taking the needs of street vendors and pedestrians into account, it was the rich and powerful 
property owners such as commercial real estate developers and BID committees from these 
                                                   
7 Rembert Browne, Doneliza Joaquin et, al. “New York City Street Vendors”, Columbia University Graduate School 
of Architecture, Planning & Preservation, http://www.spacesofmigration.org/migration/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/StreetVendorReport_Final.pdf  (p31) 
 
 
Figure 7-1-2. NYC Green Cart designated area	
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stringent neighborhoods that had succeeded in convincing the government of closing off their 
streets from informal vendors. This not only makes the regulations even more complicated but 
















Make the license more accessible:  
Firstly, more concise versions of regulations and rules regarding the license application 
and vending activities should be provided in different languages to meet the demand for 
immigrants, the largest group of the vendor population. Then it is better to have one agency to 
take the charge of vending which will streamline and simplify the license application progress. In 
addition to that, due to the high demand but few available positions, more general merchandise 
Figure 7-1-3. Street with time 
restrictions for street vending 
activities in Manhattan	
Figure 7-1-4. Street vendor 
distribution in the study area 
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licenses should be released to decrease the illegal license transactions on the black market and 
unlicensed vending activities as the results of the high cost of entry to the market. What’s more, 
along with the encouragement of the creativity on the vending products will promote the 
entrepreneurship and diversity of the vending businesses.  
It is also helpful to rethink the types of vendor licenses. There are different types of license 
for the vendors to choose from, such as Full-term Citywide Permit, Full-term Borough Specific 
Permit and Seasonal Citywide Permit which is valid for the period from April to October each 
year. Since a vendor tends to appear in the same area, even on the same spot for a long time rather 
than changing its location frequently, and also susceptible to outside conditions, such as cold 
weather, these types of Permits are not only unfair to vendors nor helpful in enforcement and 
supervision. Instead, the licenses with specific area designated should be promoted. Vendors only 
pay for the days they operate and fees to reserve a spot. This will improve the efficiency of use of 
the sidewalk and reduce possible congestions. 
Moreover, use incentives to attract the vendors instead of even more cumbersome 
requirements. Street vendors are micro entrepreneurs who struggle to make their ends meet 
however they can greatly contribute to society in good ways once their values are recognized. 
They should be protected as vulnerable populations rather than putting more social responsibilities 
on their shoulders. For example, Green Cart vendors can benefit the city in many ways -- 
providing more affordable groceries to those under privileged areas and populations that helps to 
achieve the greater goal of the city. However, putting more restrictions on the area Green Cart 
vendors can operate without any incentives or compensations will not help achieve the initial goal 






Revise Street restrictions: 
The spatial pattern of existing street vendors can help the city agencies revise and modify 
some street restrictions rather than simply fulfilling the requests from the powerful and rich 
property owners. The existing spatial distribution of the street vendors not only reflects the 
preference of site selection of vendors but also indicates the demand of pedestrians. It is also the 
result of the game of the dynamic forces on the sidewalks.  Vendors, pedestrian, brick and mortar 
retailers, representatives of the community boards, powerful BIDs and rich real estate developers 
together shape this street landscape. Therefore, it can serve as a guidance for more legitimate 
regulations.  
The significant clustering effect exists among street vendors is worth discussing. 
Clustering allows street vendors to share amenities as well as responsibilities such as maintenance 
of the sanitary conditions, which is similar to how the BIDs operate. A new concept of VID 
(Vendors Improvement District) is introduced here. A major purpose of VID is to provide a 
collective voice for the street vendors in this neighborhood and help inform City policy based on 
their unique local knowledge.  Based on the results that each locality shows unique vending 
culture and different vendor types dominate particular neighborhoods, some regulations and rules 
applying to different VIDs should be made accordingly. Similar to how BIDs start, VID programs 
also require three phases – planning, outreach and legislative authorization8. The whole process 
will be reported routinely on the steering committee which will engage all the stakeholders in the 
neighborhood, including street vendors, BID committee, community organizations and local 
                                                   
8 New York City Department of Small Business Services, Starting a Business Improvement District-A step-by-step 





officials, etc. Tentative boundaries should be defined by the committee as well as vision, possible 
resources and a project plan.  
Different from BIDs who are powerful enough to maintain the status with sorts of 
resources, VIDs need more guidance from governments to ensure proper operation. Member fees 
to vending in VID can be charged to vendors to help with cover the daily maintenance. This 
should not add burden to vendors but will benefit both vendors and regulatory agencies because 
the fewer illegal vending activities in the VID area.  
For example, the result shows significant concentration of General Merchandise vendors in 
the Gramercy area with a high LQ index above 3. Some streets in the Gramercy neighborhood can 
be designated as a General Merchandise Vendors Improvement area that open for those legal 
General Merchandise vendors and provide public amenities to support them. This way not only 
the vendors can take advantage of clustering effects bot also the agencies and public 
administrators will find it easier to conduct enforcement and supervision. The VIDs also can 
develop as vendors fairs or featured markets depending on the scale of the space that is accessible 
to the vendors and how organized the VIDs are. They will also bring vitality and diversity to the 
city’s street life and landscape. 
Underutilized area and public park: 
The spatial analysis of street vendors also reveals that there are some hotspots for all types of 
vendors in the peripheries of Central Park and Union Square Park. This suggests some spaces such as 
public parks are underutilized by street vendors. The periphery areas of public parks are great locations for 
vending activities -- they are usually more spacious than the crowded streets and people there are mixed 
with office workers and joggers; travelers and locals; youngsters and elders, etc.  Identifying the 
underutilized areas and open new spots for vendors are demanding if the license cap is released to 




My aim in writing this thesis was not just to conduct quantitative analysis to reveal the 
spatial pattern of street vendors and their relationships with the formal retailers, but to identify the 
restraints of current vendor policies and discuss the potential opportunities for the vending 
regulatory regime. Through this exposition, though the major research target is street vendors, this 
thesis does not see them as the only criteria for making vending regulations. Rather, this research 
criticizes the current vending regulatory regime that is determined by social-economic status.  
As the most common type of public spaces, sidewalks should be shaped by all the 
participants and function to fulfill the needs of equality and democracy. The spatial distributions 
of street vendors not only tell the story of vendors themselves and the related regulations should 
not only concern the powerful side either. In making all those recommendations, three major 
concerns are constantly brought up: how to prevent displacement? How to support vendors 
without hurting the economic vitality of the area and how to achieve more efficient enforcement 
and supervision? 
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